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 It is designed to fit the MP40 but can be used on all the MP34s and MP40s. Including the M24, MP40, MP43. This is the best
way to make your own gun. A low priced/easy to make airsoft gun. NOTE: This is a Design Project and not a finished product.
The plans are provided to show how you can make this gun. Do some research or modify the plans as you like. If you like the

way it came out then buy a kit. They have plans for a 2.08 gram/30 round and 4.32 gram/10 round kit. I ordered the 4.32
gram/10 round kit. The plans are in pdf format. I am not sure if they are printable but I will look into it. (I have no commercial
use for them.) The kit includes most of the stuff needed for the build. Its an easy project. There are no special skills needed. If
you have never made a piston before, this is a good one to start with. If you want a more challenging project there are plenty of
other airsoft guns you can make. We are not able to sell the plans to another person and are not likely to ever sell them. I do not
believe any of the parts are copyrighted. The plans are in the public domain and we have a right to share them. I hope you like

them. If you find them useful, I would appreciate it if you could leave a comment or like the video. Feel free to email me at: lin
dahloutdoor@gmail.com....................................................................................................................................................................
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